Melatonin supplementation for severe and intractable sleep disturbance in young people with genetically determined developmental disabilities: short review and commentary
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Serious childhood developmental disabilities are common, and are debilitating for the individual and their family. Increasingly these are being shown to have genetic bases. Associated challenging behaviours are frequent, one of the commonest being severe and intractable sleep disturbance. This is associated with daytime behaviour problems, poor developmental and academic progress, and substantial familial psychopathology. Social and behavioural approaches (“sleep hygiene” measures) have, to an extent, revolutionised management; however, many individuals remain unresponsive. Modern medications therefore play increasingly important complementary roles in conjunction with psychological, educational, and social strategies. This paper reviews evidence for the frequency and severity of sleep disturbance in children and young people with severe intractable neurodevelopmental disabilities. The potential benefits of judicious and carefully monitored use of medication are described, with a focus on the importance of melatonin as a sleep inducer. It is concluded that melatonin is a potentially useful and safe adjunct to psychological and social approaches for severe sleep disturbance in this client group.

Melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine) is a naturally occurring indole serotonin derivative, secreted by the pineal gland in response to falling light levels as picked up by the eyes. Melatonin is synthesised in the pineal gland from tryptophan as shown below:

\[
\text{Tryptophan} \rightarrow \text{serotonin} \rightarrow N\text{-acetylserotonin} \rightarrow \text{melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine)}.
\]

Nerve impulses are conveyed from retina to pineal gland by a well documented neuronal pathway:

\[
\text{Retina} \rightarrow \text{suprachiasmatic nucleus of hypothalamus} \rightarrow \text{reticular system} \rightarrow \text{spinal cord} \rightarrow \text{cervical ganglia} \rightarrow \text{postganglionic sympathetic fibres} \rightarrow \text{pineal gland}.
\]

Melatonin has acquired publicity in relation to its use for jet lag. Less attention has been paid to its potential in treating intractable sleep disturbance in young people with developmental disabilities. Such problems are common, particularly in children with multiple neurological disabilities, and often fail to respond to behavioural and social interventions.

SLEEP DIFFICULTIES IN CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

Quine1 found sleep problems to be extremely frequent in young people with severe learning difficulties (mental handicap): 51% of 200 children had settling problems, 67% had waking problems, and 32% of parents reported rarely getting enough sleep. Sleep problems were associated with poor communication, academic and self help skills, incontinence, daytime behavioural problems, and epilepsy. Sleep problems also related to parental stress and irritability, and familial impact generally. Problems persisted over time and were related to diagnoses of cerebral palsy and other named conditions, with the exception of Down’s syndrome. This finding, along with the association with epilepsy, supports the hypothesis of strong neurological components in sleep disorder in young people with developmental disabilities. This contrasts with primarily social determinants of sleep (zeitgebers) in people with average intellectual abilities. Quine found no relationships between sleep problems and family variables such as social class, income, family composition, or housing tenure, and concluded that families containing children with irregular sleeping problems are often families with many other problems of family functioning. However, direction of causality in this relationship is often unclear, and can be misattributed, with family dysfunctionality and psychopathology being seen as the cause of the child’s sleep disturbance, rather than its consequence.

Intellectual disability itself predisposes to marked sleep difficulties. These include irregular sleep/wake patterns, diminished responses to external stimuli, prolongation of sleep/wake cycle, diminished rapid eye movement sleep.
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increased frequency of night time waking, and delays in returning to sleep. Certain genetic causes of intellectual disability appear to have specific relationships with particular sleep problems. In Down’s syndrome, despite sleep problems being rarer than in other children with intellectual disability, they are still far more common than in the general population, and contribute to parental stress, poor parent-child relationships, and family cohesion issues. Obstructive sleep apnoea is also commonly reported. Individuals with Prader-Willi syndrome may also have obstructive sleep apnoea, as well as initial insomnia, repeated night waking, and increased nocturnal sleep duration. Marked obesity resulting from hyperphagia is a complicating factor, yet efforts at behavioural approaches to dietary control confirm just how entrenched and compulsive is eating behaviour. Excessive daytime sleepiness with increased behavioural disturbance, and sleep onset rapid eye movement periods have been reported, yet it has not proved possible to link these problems with particular genetic variants or a single genetic model. Snoring and early morning waking also occur significantly more frequently. Various authors have attributed these problems to combinations of extreme obesity, upper airway obstruction, and hypothalamic dysfunction.

Individuals with mucopolysaccharidoses have increased rates of obstructive airways and sleep disordered breathing, related to structural/anatomical abnormalities. Milder skeletal abnormalities in Sanfilippo syndrome make obstructive sleep apnoea less common. However, Bax & Colville report high rates of settling and waking problems, short sleep duration, and frequent hyperkinetic tendencies in this subgroup. Gould et al found boys with fragile X syndrome to have greater variability in total sleep time and difficulty in sleep maintenance compared with age matched boys of average intelligence. However, failure to match for intellectual level makes findings difficult to interpret. The authors also noted elevated nocturnal and daytime melatonin levels in the fragile X participants.

Possibly the greatest interest in sleep disturbance of genetic aetiology has been in Smith-Magenis syndrome, caused by interstitial chromosomal deletion 17p11.2. Individuals with this syndrome have been documented as being prone to intellectual disability, attention deficits, and overactivity, severe self injury in the form of finger and toe nail pulling (onychotillomania) and insertion of objects into bodily orifices (polycyemboloikomaia), and social and communicatory difficulties. They may also demonstrate a characteristic intermittent spasmodic upper body squeeze. In addition, individuals have a phase shift of their circadian rhythm of melatonin with paradoxical diurnal secretion. Sleep problems have been reported in 5–100% in samples studied. Problems include difficulties falling asleep, shortened sleep cycles, frequent and prolonged nocturnal wakeings, excessive daytime sleepiness, daytime napping, snoring, and bedwetting.

**MELATONIN**

Interest in the therapeutic use of melatonin for sleep disturbance in young people increased following publication of the seminal paper from Jan et al. This report described benefits of melatonin supplementation in improving sleep in 15 children, most of whom had multiple neurological disabilities. The authors commented on “significant health, behavioural, and social benefits of treatment”. However, responses were not always complete and varied considerably depending on type of sleep disturbance. In addition, the study did not fulfil strict “double blind” criteria in terms of experimenter and participant awareness of whether active melatonin or placebo was being received.

The first successful report of treatment of sleep disturbance with melatonin was by Miles et al. A blind man with sleep difficulties showed considerable improvement following commencement of oral melatonin supplementation. The authors speculated on the relevance of the individual’s visual impairment to postulated disruption in endogenous melatonin secretion. Palm et al published a case report on a multiply disabled, visually impaired 9 year old child with ocular blindness whose sleep was “normalised” by melatonin 0.5 mg nightly, prescribed on a regular daily basis.

There have been numerous reports of the value of melatonin in inducing sleep in other groups at risk of insomnia. For example, usefulness has been proposed for those working shifts, or suffering jet lag, chronic insomnia, or delayed sleep phase syndrome. Jan et al found beneficial effects of melatonin in their 15 children (13 male) with severe chronic sleep disorders who had failed to respond to conventional psychological and social management. They also suggested occasional improvements in attention span, school performance, self injury, and even epilepsy control. The authors hypothesised particular difficulty in formulating appropriate cerebral signals for melatonin release in multiply disabled children. However, their study has a number of limitations, including the following:

- Six of 15 participants were given melatonin immediately after baseline assessments owing to “family crises”.
- The degree of visual impairment varied: nine had ocular or cortical visual impairment while the remainder had good visual acuity.
- Reports of behavioural change were largely anecdotal and unstructured.
- The nature and degree of reported improvement varied substantially.
- The type of sleep disturbance varied: nine fragmented sleep patterns; three delayed sleep onset; and three “non-specific sleep disturbance of unclear aetiology”.
- There was no structured follow up.

In a subsequent letter, Jan & Espezel reported full or partial correction of sleep/wake cycle disturbance in almost 90 children with a range of developmental disabilities, neurological disorders and chromosomal anomalies. The importance of continuing strict environmental sleep structuring was emphasised. Side effects and tolerance were not noted.

More recently, Pillar et al investigated the biochemistry of chronic sleep disturbance and its treatment with melatonin further. In a single case study of a 13 year old girl with “psychomotor retardation” they found urinary sulphatoxy-melatonin (aMT6) concentrations to be abnormally low with no diurnal variation. Evening melatonin increased nocturnal urinary aMT6 concentrations and improved sleep/wake pattern.

Other lines of research have produced findings consistent with melatonin being useful for sleep problems in at risk groups. Some children not responding to hypnotics and sedatives have been reported as responding to light treatment, which modifies melatonin secretion. Interestingly, light treatment has also found to be beneficial for adults of normal intelligence who have seasonal affective disorder. Both mood and sleep quality and quantity have been reported as improving. It is worth noting in this respect that serotonin, the central neurotransmitter known to be intimately involved in human mood regulation, is an intermediary in the melatonin biochemical pathway.

Some research groups have explored sleep disturbance and melatonin in specific genetic disorders. Benefits have been reported for seven individuals with tuberous sclerosis and...
severe sleep problems. There was a small but significant improvement in total sleep time of a half hour, but only a non-significant improvement in sleep onset time. Scrutinising the data of O’Callaghan et al suggests two participant groups: responders and non-responders. The important clinical and experimental issue is therefore whether “responders” do so consistently while showing little if any improvement on placebo. This indicates the need for two stage trials: firstly, identification of responders, and secondly, confirmation of consistency of their response. McArthur & Budden26 reported improved sleep onset latency, total sleep time, and sleep efficiency in nine individuals with Rett syndrome.

In contrast, some reports have been less positive.27 The possibility of important side effects has been highlighted by Sheldon,28 who reported increased seizure activity in four of six children treated with melatonin. This contrasts with views of Jan et al29 and O’Callaghan et al20 that melatonin may have a beneficial effect in suppressing epileptic activity. Nevertheless, history of epilepsy is now often taken clinically to be a contraindication to melatonin therapy. This is unfortunate, given recent evidence that daily melatonin can help reduce epileptic attack frequency in children with sleep disturbances of various aetiologies.29

There is therefore a need for further investigation of possible short and long term benefits and adverse effects of melatonin supplementation in young persons with sleep problems, associated with severe developmental difficulties of cognitive, social, and communicatory nature, which have not responded to behavioural and social measures. Highly structured double blind cross over methodology is the ideal. This will require well established, reliable, and valid objective and report measures of sleep behaviour, and adequate follow up to ensure long term benefits or otherwise are identified.

CONCLUSIONS

Evidence from multiple converging sources suggests that oral synthetic melatonin frequently produces marked and welcome improvements in even extremely longstanding and severe sleep disturbance in children and young people with serious and often multiple developmental disabilities. Melatonin can be a highly beneficial, short term, rapid onset, and safe treatment for intractable sleep disturbance in this group. Improvement occurs even when there has been failure to respond to behavioural interventions and when other medications have failed to produce benefits and/or have induced unacceptable side effects. Limited data suggest that therapeutic dose cannot be predicted on grounds of severity and duration of sleep disturbance, severity of intellectual disability, or presence/absence of an autistic spectrum disorder. Habituation can occur, requiring intermittent incremental dosage increases or drug holidays. However, individuals can often be maintained on the same dose for years with no obvious adverse effects. The need for concomitant psychological, behavioural, educational, family, and other social interventions and supports is evident.

The evidence base for the usefulness of melatonin in chronic sleep initiation and maintenance problems in children continues to grow.32 However, benefits in other age groups require separate evaluation. One recent study33 detected no evidence for melatonin being of benefit in people with dementia who experience serious sleep difficulties.

The mechanisms by which melatonin produces enhanced sleep remain unresolved. It has been suggested, with little supportive evidence, that the action is a simple sedative one. However, this would not explain fully the daytime benefits suggestive of improved sleep quality as well as quantity. Enhanced central nervous system melatonin receptor response remains a strong probability. This is supported by research suggesting that melatonin supplementation helps correct deficiencies in diurnal secretion cycles. A mild pharmacological antidepressant effect may also contribute, given the anecdotal reports of increased daytime calmness, sociability, and cooperativeness. This notion is supported by the chemical structure of melatonin being similar to that of the mood enhancing neurotransmitter serotonin, and its being part of the same metabolic pathway. Clearly, parents being able to get a good night’s sleep is critical as well.

Taken together, reports to date suggest that melatonin is best for sleep induction, less good but still useful for repeated night time waking, and least beneficial for early morning waking. With early morning waking, its importance as a feature of depression requires recognition and systematic evaluation for the presence of this potentially life threatening psychiatric disorder. Diagnosis of depression indicates a need for treatment options consisting of cognitive behavioural psychotherapeutic approaches32 and judicious use of modern antidepressants such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.31

The historical tendency to prescribe sedating antihistamines for childhood insomnia is steadily diminishing. This is because of high rates of paradoxical excitation with worsening of sleeplessness, particularly in young people with atypical central nervous system development. There are also frequent reports of daytime drowsiness, irritability, headache, dry mouth, behavioural and emotional disinhibition, and cognitive blunting while taking sedating antihistamines at night time for sleeplessness.

The alpha-2 noradrenergic receptor agonist clonidine has a role to play in childhood severe sleeplessness that has failed to respond to behavioural and social measures. It has a well established evidence base in the treatment of hyperkinetic disorder and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), particularly when there is a need to avoid adverse effects on sleep and appetite, in the presence of tic disorder, or when severe epilepsy is a contraindication to psychostimulant medication.36 Its safety and efficacy for ADHD in children with intellectual disability has also been confirmed.39 Mild sedative properties can be advantageous in facilitating sleep induction and maintenance. Research suggests that clonidine can increase sleep duration in adults who do not have developmental disabilities, albeit at the expense of rapid eye movement sleep duration.34 Potential benefits for sleep induction, maintenance, and duration in children and young people with developmental disabilities are only now starting to be explored.37 Melatonin seems to have the advantage of being beneficial for sleep induction problems while having few identifiable adverse effects. Recently, it has been proposed that similar benefits may be accrued by using the selective beta-1 adrenergic agonist acebutolol. De Leersnyder et al40 reported their experiences with this melatonin antagonist when given to nine children with Smith-Magenis syndrome who were experiencing the frequently associated severe and intractable sleep difficulties. The authors reported successful suppression of inappropriately high morning melatonin levels. This was associated with improved behaviour and concentration, delayed sleep onset, increased sleep duration, and delayed waking. The authors also made anecdotally based suggestions that beta-1 adrenergic antagonists improve hyperactivity and enhance cognitive performance. However, evidence for these latter claims is unclear. Nevertheless, results relating to sleep disorders in Smith-Magenis syndrome are persuasive and give hope for individuals with this serious genetic disorder and their families. Replication on larger independent cohorts with double blind, placebo
controlled randomization design is required to confirm these findings. In the meantime, melatonin appears to represent an increasingly popular and apparently safe treatment for severe and intractable sleep disturbance in children and young people who have serious developmental difficulties, including those caused genetically.
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